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Configuration and technical support of the methods listed below all come at no additional cost to our customers. For more information about any of these
integration options, please contact our Support team at video.support@infobaselearning.com.

Discovery Tools

Learning Management Systems & Tools

Sign in Options

Type

Partner

Details

Google

Seamless sign in with your school Gmail account.

Microsoft

Seamless sign in with your Office365 account.

Clever

Learn360 Clever App discoverable inside Clever (no rostering).

Classlink

Learn360 Classlink App available.

edmodo

Seamless sign in with your edmodo account.

Google Classroom

Share content to Google Classroom and allow students seamless access
back into Learn360 from within Classroom.

Google Drive

Save video segments to Google Drive.

canvas

Learn360 app available to install within Canvas (LTI based).

brightspace by D2L

Learn360 insert stuff plugin available to install (LTI based).

edmodo

Embed content directly inside edmodo using record urls or embed codes.

moodle

Learn360 filter and repository plugin available within Moodle (LTI based).

schoology

Learn360 app available within schoology to install (LTI based).

itsLearning

Learn360 app available within itsLearning to install (LTI based).

Follett Destiny + One
Search

Direct integration with Follett using the Infobase search API.

Medianet

Direct integration with Medianet via meta-data imports.

TekData Snap

Direct integration with Snap via meta-data imports.

MARC Records
(General)

Export MARC records for importing into any other system via the Infobase
admin portal.

Access Methods

IP Authentication

IP address authentication makes it so anyone coming from your institution’s
IP address or range would not need to log in to access your Infobase
subscriptions.

Referring URL

If your users are already logging in to a password protected page before
accessing your Infobase subscriptions, we can use referring URL
authentication to make sure they don’t have to log in twice.

Barcode

Barcode authentication is primarily a "remote user" or "off campus"
authentication solution. Many Libraries issue their patrons a
barcode/membership number. To enable this method of authentication you
will need to supply the barcode number pattern. Often it looks like the
following: 25501xxxxxxxxxxx.

Single Sign-On
(SSO)

By passing several key parameters in conjunction with your Account Specific
Access URL, users can be logged in automatically to their personal user
accounts or have a new user account created for them with SSO.

LDAP

The Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) is an open, vendorneutral, industry application protocol for accessing and maintaining
distributed directory information services over an Internet Protocol (IP)
network.

Search API

Utilize our search API to allow users to query the product on-demand and
gain immediate access to content.

Record URLs

Record URLs are available on every page and allow direct access to content.

Embed Codes

Three different sizes of embed code are available on eveery page and allow
direct access to content.

Usage Booster
Widgets

Colorful widgets are available within the admin portal to help promote this
research and allow searching.

